'This paper describes the prosodic features of Korean dialogue speech. With 25 sentences for scheduling, one speaker uttered in two manners, viz 'read' and 'dialogue'. The main discriminating features would be some aspects in speech rate and boundary signal. We discriminated each prosodic phrase in a sentence to investigate pre-boundary, boundary, and post-boundary features. The durational aspect in dialogue speech shows much more cirasric characteristics than that in read. We can see that the boundary syllables of dialogue seem to be 2.3 times longer than that in preboundary syllable. The final syllables arc about 1.7 times longer than prefinal syllables.
INTRODUCTION
This study aims to describe the prosodic features of Korean Dialogue Speech in the viewpoint of various acoustic phonetic parameters. Dialogue speech is told that it is strongly related to the spontaneous circumstance among speakers involved in communication and also tends to be uttered in rather irregular speech rate.
Accordingly, there can be no denying that the prosodic features of dialogue must be coupled with the general characteristics of its proper speech style. As everyone expects easily, dialogue speech seems to show more various speech rate, higher Fo fluctuation, and variety of accent placement in a sentence, which may be concemed with both emotional aspect of speaker and direct conversational situation. These characteristics may control the prosodic features of dialogue speech with primary importance.
Our efforts was focused on duration and Fo among the main acoustic parameters. 
Subject
The subject is male in his early 30s. And he is not only well educated in Seoul area but also has a prominent talent in articulating the lab speech.
Procedure
Recording was performed in sound proof room in Linguistics Department of Seoul National University. We use DAT(S0NY 
RESULT
We think that when the same sentence is pronounced in two different manners, the main points that can discriminate each other would be some different aspects in speech rate and boundary signal. The d d o n a l aspect plays an decisive role in controlling the speech rate and the boundary signal might be comprised of durational and intonational fluctuation.
Therefore, at first, we have discriminated each prosodic phrase in each sentence to investigate the preboundary, boundary, and postboundary features. Prosodic phrase, here, means a prosodic unit which can be clearly identified as having an evident break at its final position in a sentence in the sense of perceptual viewpoint. The end of each prosodic phrase was, accordingly, marked as the point of major boundary in a sentence. We measured the duration and pitch for each unit(prosodic phrase).
Duration

Speech Rate
Among 25 sentences, only 5 dialogues are longer than read sentences(20 %). 
Pitch
Average Value of Total Sentence
The 
Average Maximum and Minimum Value of
Total Sentences
The average maximum pitch of sentential syllables is about 27.7
and 35 % higher than the sentential mean pitch values in read and dialogue speech, respectively(max in read.=132. 
Preboundary, Boundary and Postboundary Syllables
In 
DISCUSSION
REFERENCES
The durational aspect in dialogue speech shows much more drastic characteristics than that in read. From Table 2 
CONCLUSION
We described the prosodic differences between read and dialogue speech using the notion of prosodic phrase and boundary signal. Especially durational and intonational aspects were handled with primary importance.
Although there were several approaches available for analyzing the differences of the two styles, there still may remain a lot of aspects to be defined and described with respect to syntactic and semantic viewpoint.
The acoustically prominent parts of sentences or each prosodic phrase may be coupled w i t h major giammatical functions in the target sentence, which also will be played an important role for the modeling of the duration and intonation in the future works.
The presented results reconfiis our general ideas that 1) the duration is more dynamic in dialogue than in read speech, 2) pitch contour fluctuation is larger in dialogue than in read speech 3) dialogue is usually uttered in higher tone, and 4) sentential final part may play an decisive role in speech style determination.
